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Shannon Airport 2022 – Quick Route Guide
DESTINATION

Summer Season

Flight Days

AIRLINE

EASY BREAKS, SUNSHINE ESCAPES

Alicante

29 Mar - 29 Oct

Tue, Thur, Sat

Ryanair

Barcelona-Reus

28 Mar - 29 Oct

Mon, Fri

Ryanair

Faro

28 Mar - 28 Oct

Mon, Wed, Fri

Ryanair

Fuerteventura

02 Apr - 29 Oct

Sat

Ryanair

Lanzarote

27 Mar - 26 Oct

Wed, Sun

Ryanair

Málaga

28 Mar - 28 Oct

Mon, Fri

Ryanair

Corfu

04 Jun - 27 Sep

Tue, Sat

Ryanair

Palma

27 Mar - 28 Oct

Wed, Fri, Sun

Ryanair

Tenerife

31 Mar - 27 Oct

Thur

Ryanair

NEW PLACES, HAPPY FACES

Welcome
We travel for so many reasons. Your heart might be set
on a city break, or maybe you just want some fun in the
sun. A work trip could take you to the UK at a moment’s
notice, or you could spend years planning the trip of a
lifetime to the USA.
Wherever you’re going, and whatever takes you
there, at Shannon Airport we’re making it easy to
get away! 2022 is an exciting year for us with the
launch of five brand new routes in spring, taking
you direct from your doorstep to Budapest, Corfu,
Malta, Marseille and Barcelona Girona. We are also
delighted to have New York and Boston flights
again.

M17 from
Tuam
55 mins
M18 from
Galway
45 mins

N21 from
Tralee
80 mins

M7 from
Tullamore
2 hours
N24 from
Tipperary
1 hour

M7 from
Kildare
2 hours

Barcelona-Girona

01 May - 29 Sep

Tue, Sat

Ryanair

Budapest

27 Mar - 26 Oct

Wed, Sun

Ryanair

Malta

27 Mar - 27 Oct

Thur, Sun

Ryanair

Marseille

04 May - 29 Oct

Wed, Sat

Ryanair

Krakow

28 Mar - 28 Oct

Mon, Fri

Ryanair

Kaunas

27 Mar - 27 Oct

Thur, Sun

Ryanair

Warsaw

27 Mar - 26 Oct

Wed, Sun

Ryanair

Wroclaw

28 Mar - 28 Oct

Mon, Fri

Ryanair

Edinburgh

27 Mar - 27 Oct

Tue, Thur, Sun

Ryanair

When you fly Shannon, the holiday starts before
N20 from
you even take off. You can take advantage of on-site
Cork
1.5 hours
parking a short stroll from the terminal, feast
before you fly, and enjoy a treat before takeoff in Shannon Duty Free – saving on firm
favourites like MAC and Jo Malone! With
facilities for families, airport lounges to let you wind
down. Our Special assistance programme for passengers who need a little extra support – including
our purpose-built sensory room – we have everything you need, and more, for the perfect holiday.

Manchester

27 Mar - 28 Oct

Mon, Tue, Wed, Fri, Sun

Ryanair

We look forward to welcoming you to Shannon Airport in 2022.

Birmingham

28 Mar - 28 Oct

Mon, Fri

Ryanair

London Gatwick

27 Mar - 28 Oct

Daily

Ryanair

London Stansted

27 Mar - 29 Oct

Daily - 15 per week

Ryanair

London Heathrow

27 Mar - 29 Oct

3 Daily

Aer Lingus

GOING MY WAY TO THE UK

SAY HEY TO THE USA

HOLIDAY CHECKLIST
BEFORE YOU GO
VALID
PASSPORT

Boston

10 Mar - 28 Oct

Daily

Aer Lingus

New York (JFK)

11 Mar - 29 Oct

Daily

Aer Lingus

New York (Newark)

28 Mar - 24 Oct

Daily

United Airlines

The information contained in this guide is for general information purposes only. Although every reasonable effort is made to present current and
accurate information, the information provided may not reflect the most recent information available. We make no representations or warranties
of any kind, express or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the information. Any reliance
you place on such information is therefore strictly at your own risk.

Shannon Airport

ARRANGE
CAR HIRE

BOOK PARKING AT:
SHANNONAIRPORT.IE

DRIVING
LICENCE

VISA APPLICATION
& VACCINATIONS

CHECK HOLIDAY
INSURANCE

READY FOR
A GREAT TIME

Start easy, travel far via hubs such as London Heathrow or New York
JFK and connect to over 250 cities across 5 continents!

Discover more at shannonairport.ie
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Official Airport Partner to Munster Rugby
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SHANNON AIRPORT

Summer 2022
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Discover more at shannonairport.ie
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Easy breaks, sunshine escapes

Making travel easy 2022

Year-round
flights

Year-round
flights

Barcelona
Reus

Alicante

Sun, sea, and sand seekers often look
to Alicante in the south of Spain to
fulfil their every need, and with good
reason, too.
The Mediterranean climate means high temperatures pretty much
all year round. Those looking to mix a sun-drenched break with the
added bonus of a look into Spanish history and culture will find it
right here.
Visitors can be lapping up the waves and rays on Alicante’s
numerous beaches after just a three-hour flight from Shannon!
TOP BEACH RESORTS INCLUDE
Benidorm, Torrevieja, Teulada-Moraira, Altea, Denia, Santa Pola,
and the ever-popular Playa Flamenca.
PLAYA FLAMENCA
Flamenca is a top beach resort close to Orihuela with Punta Prima
beach to the north and La Zenia to the south. Families love this
area for its easy access, marina, and water activities.

The Costa Dorada, with its 216km of
coastline, is a key tourist destination
on the Mediterranean, with Reus
airport reachable in two and a half
hours from Shannon Airport.
Less than 10km from the airport lies the beautiful port city of
Tarragona, while popular resorts Salou and the family-friendly
Cambrils are also in close proximity.
This stretch of Spain’s coast is perfect for families. The three
biggest resorts sit in a triangle with La Pineda and Salou by the
sea, and Spain’s biggest theme park, PortAventura, nearby.
PORTAVENTURA, one of Europe’s largest theme parks, deals out
rip-roaring rides to three million visitors each year and includes
Europe’s first theme park devoted to Ferrari, the legendary
sportscar.

BARCELONA REUS

ALICANTE
Summer (Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Tue, Thur, Sat

Sunway

The Algarve Faro
There’s no shortage of high quality
beaches in Portugal’s famous Algarve.
Sandy beaches stretch as far as the
eye can see, framed by golden cliffs.

If it’s a sun-kissed break at any time
of the year that you’re after then
Fuerteventura should be top of your
list of destinations.

The ocean, in every shade of blue and mostly calm and warm,
invites you for long swims and to indulge in water sports.

Flight time from Shannon is roughly four and a half hours and the
haul is worth every second, especially when sun, sea, and sand are
waiting for you from the moment you arrive.

Those in search of a city break will find in Silves traces of its Arab
past and in Lagos remnants from the time of the discoveries. More
cosmopolitan Portimão and Albufeira are bustling towns by night
and day. Tavira is a showcase for traditional architecture and Faro,
the gateway to the region, deserves a long stop to discover its
beautiful historic centre.
GOLF
If golf is your thing, you’re in for a real treat. With almost
guaranteed good weather and over 30 quality courses, the Algarve
is a golfer’s paradise.

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Mon, Fri

TUI (May–Sept)

Much quieter than its more renowned Canary Island neighbour,
Lanzarote, Fuerteventura provides the perfect relaxing getaway.
The resorts of Caleta and Corralejo are the most popular spots for
visitors here – transfers to Caleta take roughly 15 minutes, while
it’s a 40-minute trip to Corralejo.
CRANK IT UP AT THE CARNIVAL
Carnival time in Fuerteventura is between January and April when
most towns and villages put on a show. The locals are well-known
for their party spirit and if you’re lucky enough to be around during
these months you’re bound to get caught up in it, too.

FUERTEVENTURA

FARO

Summer (Mar–Oct)

Fuerteventura

Summer (Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Mon, Wed, Fri

Summer (Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Sat

Sunway

Sunway
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Easy breaks, sunshine escapes

Making travel easy 2022

Year-round
flights

Year-round
flights

Málaga Costa del Sol

Lanzarote

A four-hour flight from Shannon
Airport, the island caters for all sorts
of trips, from weekend jaunts with
the family to longer vacations and
educational tours, with the island’s
volcanic landscape a must-see
attraction.
One of the most popular destinations in Europe for sunseekers,
Lanzarote has long catered for jet-setters from all over Europe,
though the island has always been most popular with Irish
visitors.
DON’T MISS...
The Castillo de San Jose is regarded by many as Lanzarote’s
top cultural attraction. Built in 1779 near Arrecife, the fort
was designed to help protect residents from the violent and
devastating eruption of Timanfaya volcano. It contains some of
the island’s best known works of art with paintings, drawings,
and sculptures all on display. A restaurant designed by the late
architect, Cesar Manrique, is also on site.

LANZAROTE
AIRLINE
TRAVEL

Holiday Packages

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

Wed, Sun

Sunway
TUI (May–Sept)
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Palma de
Majorca

Tenerife

Located in the south of Spain, the
Costa del Sol stretches for just
over 150 kilometres and is one of
the country’s most popular tourist
destinations.

Majorca, the largest island in the
Balearics, is a short flight from
Shannon Airport. With an average 300
days of sunshine a year, beaches are
the go-to spot.

The Canary Islands have long been
a favourite destination with Irish
holidaymakers, and Tenerife is chief
among the hotspots for those seeking
a sun-kissed break away from it all.

Stretching from Almeria to Tarifa, this fantastic holiday spot
caters for all tastes and ages, has a huge range of facilities and
attractions, and is only a short flight from Shannon Airport.

If you’re willing to make the journey north, Playa de Muro in
Alcúdia is a real gem. Six miles of white sands, natural shade
provided by pine trees, and just the right amount of bars and
restaurants make de Muro well worth the 40-minute drive.

There’s much to look forward to after just a four-hour flight from
Shannon to the island’s airport in the south.

TOP BEACH SPOTS ON THE COSTA DEL SOL
Fuengirola, Nerja, Puerto Banus, Benakmadena, Torremolinos,
San Pedro de Alcantara, Marbella, and Estepona.
While many holidaymakers fly into Málaga’s airport on route
to nearby popular sun-drenched resorts like Puerto Banus,
Torremolinos, and Marbella, the stunning city itself is filled with
must-see historical attractions for its visitors, such as the famous
gothic Málaga Cathedral and the awe-inspiring Jardin BotanicoHistorico de Málaga, one of the best botanic gardens in Europe.

Majorca’s capital city, Palma, makes an ideal weekend
destination in its own right.
It is just the right size to make shopping a pleasure rather than
a drag, with plenty of atmospheric cafés and tapas bars to rest
your feet. The massive Gothic cathedral, La Seu, is the signature
building of the city and is a remarkable sight, particularly when
seen from the sea.

TRAVEL TIP
Bus route 343 offers a non-stop service from the island’s south
airport to the north airport. The journey takes about an hour and
costs just under €10 per person. This is probably a good option
for anyone travelling to a resort in the north. For those with a
shorter commute on arrival, a 40km journey by taxi for up to four
passengers costs €43, while a 20km trip will set you back €25.
Transfers can be booked online at a fixed price in advance.

Favourite
destination
with Irish
holidaymakers
MÁLAGA

Summer
(Mar–Oct)

Year-round
flights

AIRLINE
TRAVEL

PALMA

Summer
(Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie
Sunway

Mon, Fri

TENERIFE

Summer (Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Wed, Fri, Sun

Sunway

Summer (Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Thur

Sunway

TUI (May–Sept)
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before
take-off
Grab a bite

Making it easy
at the airport.
Whether you’ve just landed or
you’re looking forward to taking
off, enjoying a coffee or grabbing
a bite to eat at the airport is all
part of the experience.
10

and take
flight
We have great options for all
travellers, but whatever you choose,
you’re assured of a warm welcome
and only the best in food and drink.
Fancy taking your time to sit down and savour one last
traditional carvery before you leave Ireland? The Sheridan
Bar & Restaurant, home to the world-famous Irish
Coffee, has you covered. For something a little different,
enjoy a meal combining the best Irish ingredients served
with an Italian twist at our newest eatery, JJ Ruddles.
In a hurry? Perk up at Zest! food market, which offers
fresh, healthy meals and delicious treats to fuel your
flight – just grab and go! If you’re heading Stateside,
Harry’s @8 serves up delicious snacks and simply great
coffee just after Customs & Border Protection.

A treat

Established in 1947, duty-free shopping at Shannon
Airport was a world first. Still going strong today, relax
and choose from all your favourite brands, from
high-end cosmetics to a great selection of whiskeys,
spirits, and wines. Don’t forget duty free is now
available for passengers going to UK and USA.
Make-up lovers will make a beeline for our MAC counter,
where professional makeup artists are on hand with
tips, tricks, and advice on the latest trends – not to
mention great savings! Those looking for bespoke
luxury and timeless elegance will save on fine fragrance
and cult-favourite candles at Jo Malone. Making inflight entertainment easy, WHSmith stocks the latest
bestsellers and a wide selection of magazines catering
to every interest. Stock up on snacks for your flight, too,

with lots of indulgent sweets and healthy treats on offer.
Bring home the very best of Irish-made products
from the Shannon Irish Design Store. Here you’ll find
goods from up-and-coming artists alongside customer
favourites from centuries-old craft and design houses.
Choose from authentic Irish Aran sweaters, sterling
silver Celtic jewellery, handwoven
cashmere throws, and favourite
Irish treats. We have gifts
for all the family.
Discover more at
shannonairport.ie.
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New places, happy faces

Making travel easy 2022

Year-round
flights

New
2022

Barcelona
Girona
Fly direct from Shannon to the sunny
Costa Brava of Barcelona Girona!
Get your sun holiday or city break off to a brilliant sunshine start in
the Spanish Costa Brava area of Girona is one of the Spain’s oldest
tourist spots and home to the so-called “City of the Four Rivers”,
with us a historic Catalan medieval buildings amazing great culture
and the home great regional cuisine. Its excellent position between
the Pyrenean chain and the Costa Brava makes lots of day trip
options.
The coastline that unfolds from Portbou (in the north) to Blanes (in
the south) is made up of medieval churches, fishing villages, Roman
remains, wide beaches and coves with clear water, among areas of
cliffs creating an unforgettable landscape.

Renaissance, Gothic, and Baroque
buildings stand tall and proud
throughout Krakow – Poland’s second
largest city. The kings of Poland were
crowned and buried here once upon
a time and a visit to the castle and
cathedral is highly recommended.
If it’s striking tales of human endeavour you’re after, then look no
further than the Wieliczka Salt Mine, a UNESCO World Heritage
site. St. Kinga’s Chapel is an underground church that contains
opulent sculptures and reliefs carved from natural rock salt. The
mine is a 20-minute trip from Krakow and the three-hour guided
tour will explain the miraculous feats in more detail.
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KRAKOW

Summer (May–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Tue, Sat

Budapest

For a taste of Eastern Europe,
travellers should seriously consider
a trip to Kaunas. With a flight time
of just three hours from Shannon,
Lithuania’s second city certainly fits
the bill for those seeking a city that
has transformed itself in recent years
but yet still holds proudly to its past.
DON’T MISS...
The Field of Victims, The Ninth Fort, Devil’s Museum, Napoleon’s
Hill, and much, much more await in a city with a haunting but
extraordinary history.
Kaunas is Lithuania’s second largest city after its capital,
Vilnius.
Top tip
You can pick up maps of the sites in Kaunas and the surrounding
area at the Kaunas Tourism Information Centre and Convention
Bureau, which is ideally located on Liberty Avenue, one of the
city’s main thoroughfares.

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Mon, Fri

Explore the capital of Hungary! Fly
Direct to Budapest
On a city break or to off see friends and relatives, get your trip
to Budapest off to an amazing start. This gorgeous city sits on
the River Danube which hosts amazing boating tours so you can
see both sides of the city at the same time! The landscape will
keep you guessing with a 19th-century Chain Bridge being the
connection between the hilly Buda district with flat Pest.
DON’T MISS…
Cobblestone pathways set the scene with historic architecture and
panoramic views. Enjoy one of the world’s most unique nightlife
experience and bustling marketplaces in the city centre. Be sure to
check out some of the ruin bars throughout the old Jewish Quarter
for a fun evening out on the town!.
Start planning your trip at Budapest FlyShannon.ie or
Shannonairport.iewith every visit and on every corner.

BUDAPEST

KAUNAS

Summer (Mar–Oct)

New
2022

Kaunas

Krakow

Girona is just 74 kms inland from Barcelona the home of Gaudi and
is known for incredible architecture, culture and shopping! Discover
ancient Roman ruins, the old Arab Baths or Jewish Quarter when you DON’T MISS…
visit Girona.
Of course, no visit to Krakow is complete without a trip to
Auschwitz. Located about 50km from the city, expect a
profoundly moving experience while on the tour, which takes in
the museum and memorial to those that suffered and died here.

BARCELONA GIRONA

Year-round
flights

Summer (Mar–Oct)

Winter (Oct–Mar)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Thur, Sun

Thur

Summer (Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Wed, Sun
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New places, happy faces

Making travel easy 2022

Year-round
flights

Year-round
flights

Warsaw

The perfect mix of eastern and
western European culture can be
found roughly three hours from
Shannon Airport in the Polish capital
of Warsaw.
Taking a walking tour of the city is a must, with many tour routes
dotted with art cafés and charming galleries.
St. John’s Cathedral really stands out among the numerous
churches to be found in the city’s historic centre. And on the edge
of the Old Town, you’ll see the Royal Castle perched proudly.
It’s also worth taking in The Palace of Culture and Science, a gift
from Stalin and the Russian people in 1955. The viewing platform
all the way up on the 30th floor is the ideal spot to view the city
from a great vantage point.
The Royal Route is an 11km stroll from one end – Warsaw’s Old
Town – to the other – the Royal Mansion of Wilanow.

WARSAW
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Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Wed, Sun

Corfu

Wroclaw

Malta

Known for its deep sporting
traditions, bustling open-air markets
and notable historical landmarks,
Wroclaw in Poland has plenty to keep
even the most experienced traveller
stimulated.

Enjoy amazing food and sun flying
Fly directly to the centre of the
direct from Shannon to Corfu, Greece. Mediterranean island of Malta from
Shannon.
Get your sun holiday off to a perfect start in Corfu in the Ionian

Like most of Poland, Wroclaw has a history of foreign occupation
and the landscape of the city has been shaped by its experiences
that are most evident in its diverse and contradictory architecture.

Corfu is the most cosmopolitan of the Greek islands with
it’s variety of upscale ‘tavernas’, bars, resorts and nightlife.
Venetian architecture especially in the Old Town, check out the
Achillion Palace as one of the top historical sites to see. With
day trips around olive groves and secluded beaches, and families
can enjoy hiking around Venetian castles and seeing Greek
history up close the many museums.

You should try and take in the Raclawice Panorama, a radial 19th
century oil painting that stretches across a winding canvas. It
depicts the Battle of Raclawice, during which the Polish army
recorded a famous victory against Russian forces. For music lovers,
the Wroclaw Opera regularly hosts shows based on the city’s epic
struggles.

Sea Islands, just off the shore of mainland Greece, Corfu has loads
of fabulous beaches including the famous beach Paleokastritsa and
sightseeing tours for couples and families looking for a relaxing
and adventurous holiday break.

Dubbed the ‘Venice of Poland’, Wroclaw is dotted with cosy
restaurants and bistros in keeping with the city’s warm and rustic
atmosphere.

WROCLAW

Summer (Mar–Oct)

New
2022

CORFU

Summer (Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Mon, Fri

With its central location and its vast collection of attractions all
close by one another, Malta is the ideal holiday location for anyone
wishing to take a few days in this Mediterranean paradise. If you
want adventure, culture, foodie spots or simply pampering that
you’re craving, you’ll find everything you need in Malta!
Are you looking for amazing Swimming Spots, for beaches and
crystal-clear blue Mediterranean water? Malta is the answer
with countless beautiful beaches and blue lagoons and over
120 captivating diving sites. It is also foodie paradise with
outstanding restaurants and spectacular local food. Great
nightlife with everything from Festivals, theatre, clubs, bars and
more. If history and culture is more your thing then Malta has
you covered with prehistoric temples to cities built by knights.
Maltese culture is magnetic and fun with feasts, fireworks,
traditions; a great experience for everyone.

MALTA

Summer (May–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Lufthansa

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Sat

Summer (Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Lauda Motion

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Wed, Sat
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New places, happy faces

Year-round
flights

New
2022

20
Book online at
shannonairport.ie

%
OFF
Year-round
flights

LOUNGE ACCESS

AT SHANNON AIRPORT

Enjoy 20 off your Executive Lounge
access when you use promo code:
Marseille

Fly from Shannon to Marseille
direct to Frances second
city; its exciting exuberantly
multicultural port city with loads
of history to explore
Its the European Capital of Culture with amazing new
museums; it is a bright vibrant town full of energy.
Marseille’s heart is the vibrant Vieux Port (old port),
packed with yachts and pleasure boats. With the ancient
Le Panier neighbourhood in the old section of the city
nearby. Explore is the République quarter, with its
exclusive stylish boutiques and historic buildings, and the
Joliette area, with its Cathédrale de Marseille Notre Dame
de la Major.
Marseilles is ideal for visitors looking for an
authentic French tourist experience with a distinctly
Mediterranean ambience, from its red tile roofed houses
to the fishing boats in its port. The city’s colourful,
multi-ethnic heritage makes Marseilles a fascinating
place to visit. With influences of French; Europe and
North Africa. It’s possible to find traditional Arab souks
as easily as a classic French bouillabaisse.

WARSAW
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Summer (May - Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Wed, Sat

Lounge20
Promocode valid for booking up to 31/03/2022 for travel up to 31/12/2022

Making it easy with support
when you need it
At Shannon Airport, we’re all about making your journey easy, and we understand
that moving through an airport can be a challenge if you or a family member have
additional assistance needs like reduced mobility or sensory challenges.
Passenger Assistance Programme
From looking after the little things like reserved
parking, lifts fitted with Braille control buttons
and inbuilt directional voiceovers, private security
screening areas if needed, and more, to having staff
on hand to provide in-person support to help you
navigate the airport and get to your gate with ease,
our Passenger Assistance Programme is second to
none. Of course, assistance and guide dogs are
welcome, too!
Autism and sensory needs
We know the airport can be an unfamiliar place and
a stressful environment for autistic people or those
with sensory needs. So, we’ve created an awareness
programme to explain in detail the process of passing
through Shannon Airport, including familiarisation
videos. Tours of the airport can be arranged in

advance so you know what to expect when you travel,
and you can choose to wear a specially-coloured cap
or wristband to show us that you may need some
extra guidance or support along the way.
In 2017, we opened Europe’s first purpose-built
airport sensory room, a relaxing environment
featuring an aquatic bubble tube, colour-changing
LEDs, and a wall with undulating waves. The facility
can be accessed 24/7, so it’s always there when you
need it.
Special assistance at the airport can be pre-booked
by emailing your passenger and travel details to
prm@bidvestnoonan.com.

Discover more at

shannonairport.ie
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Going my way to the UK

Making travel easy 2022

Year-round
flights

Year-round
flights

Scotland’s capital is the second most
popular tourist destination in the UK
after London. Visit for a weekend
getaway or an extended break in
beautiful Scotland.
THREE FOR FREE
1. Scottish Parliament
While visiting Scotland’s capital, why not visit its Parliament? The
building, informally known as Holyrood, is designed to serve as a
tourist attraction as much as it is the centre of power.
2. Scottish National Portrait Gallery
Located on Queen Street in the city centre, the Scottish National
Portrait Gallery is home to over 60,000 pieces of art including a
portrait of 16th century monarch Mary, Queen of Scots.
3. Arthur’s Seat
While there are many galleries and museums to keep visitors
entertained in the centre of Edinburgh, just outside the city limits
lies Arthur’s Seat – an extinct volcano, which legend has it was the
location of King Arthur’s Camelot castle.

Birmingham

Manchester

Edinburgh

Manchester is steeped in British
history. Credited as the birthplace
of the railway system, the city
featured prominently in the industrial
revolution, which will become
more apparent when you have had
the chance to take in some of its
museums and galleries.
FOOTBALL FANS
Premier League heavyweights Manchester United and Manchester
City ensure that Manchester itself is a Mecca for football fans,
while the National Football Museum, located close to Victoria Train
Station, is awash with memorabilia for the discerning neutral.
Manchester is home to the UK’s longest-running soap opera,
Coronation Street. Take time to visit the iconic set.

Get ready to discover the multitude
of historic sights, museums, theatres,
foodie hotspots, and shopping
opportunities that make Birmingham
the perfect weekend getaway.
To get a real sense of the city’s industrial heritage, take a visit
to the Black Country Living Museum, one of the largest open air
museums in the UK. If you’re travelling with the kids, a visit to
Cadbury World is guaranteed to go down a treat, while Thinktank
Science Museum makes learning fun. In the evening, soak up the
atmosphere in the bars and cafés along the canals of the Gas
Street Basin or make your way to Balti Triangle where you’ll find
authentic Southeast Asian cuisine.
CULTURE
Culture vultures should catch a performance at the Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra, regarded as one of the finest concert halls in
Europe due to its outstanding acoustics.

London

With up to 40 departures each week
from Shannon Airport to London, you
can pack more into your day when you
fly Shannon.
Enjoy a day trip, weekend getaway, or an extended stay in one of
the world’s most exciting cities. Whether you’re in London for
business or pleasure, the city has something for everyone. Catch a
show on the West End, shop all your favourites on Oxford Street,
and sample culinary delights on every corner.
GETTING AROUND
The best way to get around London is the Tube, the second largest
underground in the world. Make sure you have a good map. An
Oyster card, which offers discount tube trips, is also a must-have.

LONDON–HEATHROW
Year-round

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Aer Lingus

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

3 Daily

LONDON–GATWICK

EDINBURGH
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MANCHESTER

Year-round

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Tue, Thur, Sun

AIRLINE
TRAVEL

BIRMINGHAM

Summer
(Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

Mon, Tue, Wed, Fri, Sun

Year-round

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Daily

LONDON–STANSTED

Year-round

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Mon, Fri

Year-round

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Ryanair

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Daily – 15 per week
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Say hey to the USA

Year-round
flights

Start spreading
the news

Year-round
flights

its easier than ever to
get your US adventure
off to a great start
Choose your US airport – New York
JFK, New York Newark, or Boston

Book your parking online at
Shannonairport.ie

Newark

New York

Boston

Get from the carpark to the gate in 15
minutes

The largest city in New England and
the capital of Massachusetts, Boston
is a thriving cultural metropolis that
retains a deep connection to its
history. It was here that the Boston
Tea Party fanned the flames that
became the American Revolution and
changed the course of history.
TOP TIP
If you’re travelling to Boston for the first time, don’t miss the
Freedom Trail, a red brick path that winds through the city leading
visitors to 16 historic markers that tell the story of Boston through
the years, including Boston Common, Massachusetts State House,
Benjamin Franklin’s statue, and the Boston Massacre Monument.
Boston boasts a lively nightlife scene, particularly on Lansdowne
Street near Kenmore Square, and hotels and guesthouses to suit
every budget.

WHAT TO DO...
First-time visitors will want to scale the Empire State Building,
take in a show on Broadway, and make the pilgrimage to Ellis
Island. Veterans should take a stroll along the Highline, visit the
Whispering Gallery at Grand Central Station, and catch a train at
the Old City Hall subway station.
From the neon-tinted excitement of Times Square, to the
picturesque tranquillity of Central Park, there’s something for
everyone.

NEW YORK (JFK)

BOSTON
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While each of New York’s boroughs
has a lot to offer, Manhattan
continues to be the biggest draw for
tourists – and for good reason. The
City That Never Sleeps is a visitor’s
dream, where every turn feels like
stepping into a movie scene – from
the neon lights of Times Square to the
tranquility of Central Park.

Summer (Mar-Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Aer Lingus

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Daily

Across the Hudson River just 15
minutes from Manhattan, Newark
is a great base for travellers to the
Big Apple. Newark is New Jersey’s
cultural centre and the third oldest
city in America, with lots to do and
see as a destination in its own right.
EXPLORING THE CITY
Navigating any new city from a new airport can be a challenge,
but getting from Newark to NYC has never been easier. Public
transport connections make the journey simple and quick – so
you can make the most of your holiday.
With daily flights United Airlines Hub at Newark Liberty
International, you can easily connect onwards to destinations
across America!
TOP TIP
Take on the largest outlet mall in Jersey, The Outlet Collection,
Jersey Gardens located just minutes from Newark Airport.

NEWARK

Summer (Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

Aer Lingus

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Daily

Skip through our new state of the art
passenger screening (we’ve removed
the 100ml rule and the need to take
stuff like laptops out of your bag)

Stop off in the world’s first duty free
Clear US Customs and Border
Protection in Shannon and skip the
queues on arrival in the US

Sit back, relax and let the adventure
begin!

Discover more at shannonairport.ie

Summer (Mar–Oct)

Holiday Packages

AIRLINE

United Airlines

Flyshannon.ie

TRAVEL

Daily
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Travel
far

Start
easy

Let Shannon be your gateway to far-flung
corners and to fast journeys home.

Discover more at shannonairport.ie

Holidays
made
for you!

Holidays made for you
Holidays made
CITY for you

SUN
HOLIDAYS
CAMPING
HOLIDAYS

BREAKS

CRUISE
HOLIDAYS

Book online or
callonline
061 575490
Book
or
USA
call
061 575490
HOLIDAYS
WORLDWIDE
HOLIDAYS

